
{p2} Mapscapes                                                                     
due week five at 9:30am on ________________________.

Challenge:
Create TWO predominately black and white compositions {8” x 8” each} 
adapted from your most interesting Dot Composition {p1}. Sampling from 
patterns found in mapping {topographic, climate, thematic, magnetic, road 
mapping and thought mapping, among many others} use repetition and 
rhythm to not only heighten tension within the negative space of your 
selected composition, but to create a focal point of interest. Solutions 
should break from the surface plane becoming three dimensional. Each 
composition should be constructed using a cradle frame structure.  

Objectives:
- Manipulate the original negative space tensions through repetitive and 
rhythmic marks/lines/structures to create a more dynamic composition that 
communicates the original concept {proximity, continuance, similarity}
- Construct the surface through repetition, rhythm and material choices to 
create a focal point.
- Research at least THREE different types of mapping and think about what 
might serve as a source of sampling
- Create a pair {two} of high contrast art objects that extend off the wall
- Execute compositions with excellent craftsmanship appropriate to 
concept.
- Build an understanding of material sensitivity.

Materials: Visual Journal {research landing zone} 
Surface material possibilities include: Black Sharpies, black/white wire, 
ink, acrylic paint, gesso, thread, ModPodge, white out, construction paper, 
card stock, bristol paper, cardboard, tracing paper, velum, bleach pen, 
colored pencils {black/white} and found objects. Other materials may only 
be incorporated with instructor’s approval. 

Cradle Frame construction materials: wood glue, sanding block, corner 
band clamp {BearKat Books}, wax paper, TWO 8” x 8” masonite squares, 
lumber {either one 8ft piece OR two 4ft. pieces} We will be building frames 
during surface studio on ______________. Come prepared. 

Grade Evaluation: 
Craftsmanship + Design + Concept + Material Solutions + Ambition

Timetable: 
Framing materials purchased/frames built:______________
Process Critique on _______________ Final Critique on _______________

WASH
   {Workshop in Art Studio+History}

surface        

S T U D I O
Elements + Principles of Design: 
Do you remember what they are? 

Vocabulary to Investigate:                                              
achromatic                                 
assemblage                                      
attachment                                   
additive                                                                                
balance                                       
composition                                   
concept/content                                              
collage                                
craftsmanship                                       
contour                                             
corner band clamps                                                    
cradle frame                                              
density                                                  
elevation                                     
economy                                                  
gravity                                                
harmony                                            
implied line/implied shape                                                                 
negative/positive space                                      
pattern                                              
plane                                                  
relief                                              
repetition                                               
rhythm                                                      
scale                                                   
sampling                                            
tension                                                    
topographic                                             
texture                                                
visual communication 

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead
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